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Listingo v8.0-Service Providers, Business Finder Android Native App Listingo v8.0-Service Providers,
Business Finder Android Native AppQ: How can I retrieve a Facebook friend's birthday? I am developing
an app in which I want to ask the user his birthday and then get his info from his Facebook account. I

am currently using the Graph API. I was able to get the user's information such as name, location etc. I
am currently struggling to get his birthday. I've tried using: /me?fields=birthday. I also tried searching

on the user's name, but nothing found. How can I get a Facebook user's birthday from the Graph API? A:
Why not use the new Field Explorer endpoint? That should work for everyone, and your query should
look like this: /v2.5/me?fields=friends{birthday}. I agree that my access and use of the newsletter is

subject to the GPL-3.0 license and that I may discontinue receiving it at any time or edit or unsubscribe
at any time. His obituary says that he was a great trumpet player and his obituary says that he was
"best known as a trumpeter" so how can someone have been best known as a trumpeter if no one

remembers that he played trumpet? I agree that my access and use of the newsletter is subject to the
GPL-3.0 license and that I may discontinue receiving it at any time or edit or unsubscribe at any time.
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